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This article describes the evaluation of a novel method of tissue displacement for use in the
elastographic visualization of radio-frequency �rf� ablation-induced lesions. The method involves
use of the radio-frequency ablation electrode as a displacement device, which provides localized
compression in the region of interest. This displacement mechanism offers the advantage of easy
in vivo implementation since problems such as excessive lateral and elevational displacements
present when using external compression are reduced with this approach. The method was tested on
a single-inclusion tissue-mimicking phantom containing a radio-frequency ablation electrode rig-
idly attached to the inclusion center. Full-frame rf echo signals were acquired from the phantom
before and after electrode displacements ranging from 0.05 to 0.2 mm. One-dimensional cross-
correlation analysis between pre-and postcompression signals was used to measure tissue displace-
ments, and strains were determined by computing the gradient of the displacement. The strain
contrast, contrast-to-noise ratio, and signal-to-noise ratio were estimated from the resulting strain
images. Comparisons are drawn between the elastographically measured dimensions and those
known a priori for the single-inclusion phantom. Electrode displacement elastography was found to
slightly underestimate the inclusion dimensions. The method was also tested on a second tissue-
mimicking phantom and on in vitro rf-ablated lesions in canine liver tissue. The results validate
previous in vivo findings that electrode displacement elastography is an effective method for moni-
toring rf ablation. © 2008 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
�DOI: 10.1118/1.2919763�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Imaging of tissue elastic parameters for diagnosis of disease
is rapidly gaining attention because of the ability to provide
noninvasive and new information.1–26 Tissue elasticity imag-
ing methods based on ultrasound fall into three main groups:
�1� Methods that include elastography, where a quasistatic
compression is applied and the resulting components of the
strain tensor are estimated;5–10,27 �2� methods where a low-
frequency vibration is applied, with ultrasound Doppler de-
tection of velocities of perturbed reflectors;2–4 and �3� meth-
ods that use acoustic radiation force.28–32 RF ablation
produces protein denaturation due to temperature elevation,
inducing an increase of the elastic modulus of soft tissue.
With elasticity imaging techniques, these changes appear as
regions that incur less strain upon displacement than sur-
rounding untreated tissue.33–35

Elastography generally produces images of tissue strains
resulting from external quasistatic compression.5,6 A strain
image, or elastogram, is a map of local strain incurred in
tissue due to this quasistatic compression. The effectiveness
of the resulting elastogram in depicting the underlying strain

is highly dependent on the efficiency of the compression
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mechanism and the synchronization of the data acquisition
with the compression.5 It has been shown previously that
elastograms with high signal-to-noise ratio �SNRe� and
contrast-to-noise ratio �CNRe� can be obtained using an ex-
ternal compressor plate to provide uniform tissue
compression.5,36 The external compression technique is fea-
sible for superficial tissue such as the breast and thyroid.
However, it is difficult to implement this method of compres-
sion for internal organs such as the liver or kidney because
the resultant poor coupling would lead to nonuniform com-
pression, which in turn would culminate in elastograms with
low SNRe and CNRe. In addition, problems such as exces-
sive lateral and elevational motion are also present with the
external plate compression technique.37

One of the applications of elastographic imaging is in
monitoring the size and extent of coagulated regions created
using ablative therapies.37–40 The focus in this article is on rf
ablation, a procedure where an electrode is placed in the
targeted area of tissue and a 450 KHz rf current is delivered
to the region. Ionic agitation in the tissue area adjacent to the
electrically active region of the electrode causes intense heat-

41,42
ing in a localized region of tissue. Ablation temperatures
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greater than 42 °C are known to be lethal, depending on the
ablation duration,43,44 while ablation temperatures of 60 °C
and higher lead to instant tissue necrosis.45 Conventional ul-
trasound has been used to monitor lesion extent in rf ablation
procedures,45–47 but it suffers from poor contrast between
treated and untreated regions.41,48 In contrast, the ablated re-
gion is known to be significantly stiffer than the surrounding
nonablated tissue due to the process of protein denaturation
that occurs at the high temperatures encountered in rf
ablation.34,37,39,40 Similar results have also been reported for
tissue ablation using high-intensity focused ultrasound.49

Thus, ablated regions are discernible on strain images be-
cause of their higher stiffness compared to untreated regions.

External compression elastography generally is not prac-
tical for monitoring ablation therapy in most in vivo abdomi-
nal sites of interest due to limited access for a compression
plate or for compressions using the transducer itself. How-
ever, Varghese et al.37 have shown for in vivo elastographic
monitoring of thermal lesions created by rf ablation that tis-
sue displacements can be achieved using perturbations of the
rf ablation electrode as the mechanical stimulus. This idea of
localized compression was also utilized by Nightingale et al.
using acoustic radiation force to introduce perturbations in
the targeted region of tissue.13 Following the initial work by
Varghese, finite element simulations modeling the electrode
displacement technique have also been carried out,50 and
show that the incremental displacements applied to the elec-
trode serve to provide localized compression in the region of
interest, i.e., the thermal lesion. The areas of strain depicted
by the finite element analysis model were in general agree-
ment with patterns seen in the in vivo experiment.

This article describes a phantom-based evaluation of the
electrode displacement method. The results presented here
verify strain patterns seen in our previous reports; further-
more, they provide information about the inclusion dimen-
sions viewed on elastograms and how they compare with
known dimensions. Other parameters presented include the
strain contrast of the inclusion and noise properties charac-
terized using the CNRe and SNRe.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A custom tissue-mimicking �TM� “electrode displace-
ment” phantom was constructed, a diagram of which is
shown in Fig. 1. The TM materials in the phantom51 consist
of dispersions of microscopic safflower oil droplets in a gela-
tin matrix. A 19 mm diameter spherical inclusion was formed
around the hooked end of a stainless-steel rod, the latter rep-
resenting an ablation electrode. The inclusion is bonded to
the hooked tip of the rod. A storage modulus �real part of the
complex Young’s modulus� of 50�2 kPa was measured at 1
Hz for the inclusion material using a Bose EnduraTEC®

model ELF 3200 system.52 Surrounding the inclusion and
bonded to it is the background material with a storage modu-
lus of 11�2 kPa. Thus, the inclusion is approximately 5
times stiffer than the background. These modulus contrast
values were selected based on information published in the

53,54
peer-reviewed literature. Oil droplets in both materials
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provide tissuelike ultrasonic backscatter and attenuation. The
inclusion is centered in the 12�12�12 cm cube of back-
ground material. Note that the inclusion here represents the
lesion after it is formed by rf ablation. In other words, the
aim is to model the elastic properties of the lesion formed by
rf ablation and not the ablation procedure itself.

To generate elastograms, the simulated electrode was dis-
placed vertically using a stepper motor system, producing
displacements in the range 0.05–0.2 mm. A real-time ultra-
sound scanner, an Aloka SSD 2000 �Aloka, Tokyo, Japan�,
was used for acquiring rf data. The transducer used was a
linear array transducer having a center frequency of 5 MHz,
a 40 mm footprint, and a 70% bandwidth. Digitization was
performed using an external 12-bit data acquisition board
�Gage, Montreal, QC, Canada� at a sampling rate of 100
MHz. Displacement estimates were obtained using 1D cross
correlation, with a window length of 3 mm. 1D cross corre-
lation was utilized because it was better suited to the elec-
trode displacement method when compared to 2D cross cor-
relation, which was insensitive to the small displacements
encountered with electrode displacement elastography. The
corresponding strains were calculated using a 5-point linear

FIG. 1. Experimental setup showing the single-spherical inclusion phantom
with an electrode embedded in the inclusion. Inclusion displacement for
elastography is induced by applying precise, stepper motor controlled dis-
placements to the upper unconstrained end of the electrode. Pre- and post-
displacement raw rf data are collected using the ultrasound transducer posi-
tioned adjacent to the electrode.
least-squares estimator.
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Figure 1 provides a schematic diagram of the experimen-
tal setup. The ultrasound transducer was placed adjacent to
the electrode, in a plane approximately parallel to that of the
electrode �see the Appendix for details�. Pre- and postdis-
placement rf data were acquired for two different displace-
ment conditions: �1� Displacement of the inclusion away
from the ultrasound transducer, and �2� displacement of the
inclusion toward the ultrasound transducer, the latter follow-
ing an initial displacement of 0.25 mm away from the trans-
ducer. Ten independent data sets were acquired for each of
four different displacement increments �0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and
0.2 mm�, for both the above-mentioned data acquisition
methods. Displacements greater than 0.2 mm were used to
avoid physical damage to the phantom by the loss of contact
between the rf electrode and the inclusion. In a real rf abla-
tion experiment, there could be a similar “threshold” for the
applied displacements, the crossing of which could result in
a loss of contact between the electrically active region of the
electrode and the lesion formed during the ablation proce-
dure. The ten data sets were acquired by rotating the ultra-
sound transducer around the electrode and recording one
data set for a particular orientation of the transducer with
respect to the electrode, to obtain independent data sets.

The inclusion was expected to be visible as a low-strain
region on the elastogram. In addition, since the displace-
ments were applied to the electrode, which in turn was ad-
hered to the inclusion, the strains developed in the phantom
were expected to be more localized than, for example, those
obtained using external compression elastography. Thus, we
decided to perform an analysis to compare how effectively
contrast is depicted on the elastograms corresponding to dif-
ferent values of displacement.

II.A. Computation of width, height, and area estimates

Figure 2 presents a typical electrode displacement elasto-
gram. The inclusion is seen as the central dark disk within a
bright halo. In elastography, stiffer regions undergo lower
strains and are depicted as dark regions on the elastograms.
Figure 2�a� illustrates the method of calculation of the width
and height of the elastographically depicted inclusion. These
two parameters were manually estimated using two points on
diametrically opposite sides of the inclusion. Points were se-
lected along the horizontal or vertical axis and were chosen
to lie on the boundary of the inclusion and the background,
based on visual inspection. The area estimates were obtained
using manual segmentation of the inclusion. A closed region
along the inclusion boundaries was drawn, and the area en-
closed by it was taken to be the area estimate of the inclu-
sion. This method of area computation was followed to re-
move the dependence of the area estimates on the
assumption of an elliptical model, previously used for lesion
area calculations.34 Note that the distal boundary of the in-
clusion is not clearly visible. This is believed to be a result of
shadowing from the hooked end of the rf electrode. For
height and area estimates, the distal boundary was extrapo-

lated based on the rest of the inclusion boundary. The above
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computations were performed on the strain images from all
ten data sets in an experiment and averaged to obtain a mean
and standard deviation.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the plane imaged by the ultra-
sound transducer is slightly off-center with respect to the
electrode. As a result of this, the computed width, height, and
area of the imaged plane of the inclusion are slightly less
than the actual values. To correct for this discrepancy, we
multiply the computed estimates of width, height and area by
a correction factor �see the Appendix�. The estimates, with
the correction factor incorporated, were then compared to the
known inclusion diameter and area.

II.B. Computation of strain contrast, CNRe, and SNRe

Two rectangular regions of interest �ROIs�, one within the
inclusion and one above the inclusion �in the background�,

FIG. 2. �a� Computation of the width and height estimates on the electrode
displacement elastograms. �b� Selection of the regions of interest �ROIs� on
the elastograms for computation of the strain contrast, CNRe and SNRe.
Pixels enclosed by the ROIs were considered for calculating these
quantities.
were used in the computation of the strain contrast, CNRe
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and SNRe. Figure 2�b� illustrates the selection of the two
ROIs for the computation of these quantities. The strain con-
trast was computed using the following formula:55

Strain contrast =
s1

s2
, �1�

where s1 and s2 are the mean pixel values of the ROI in the
background and the inclusion, respectively. The strain con-
trast was calculated in the manner shown above in order to
facilitate direct comparison between elastographically mea-
sured contrast and the known modulus contrast of the inclu-
sion. An important characteristic of the electrode displace-
ment method is the localized nature of the displacements. As
observed in Fig. 2, the local strains or displacements to the
right and left of the inclusion are very small. We did not
choose our background ROI to lie in these regions of low
strain, as they would not then accurately represent the back-
ground strain. This left the regions above and below the in-
clusion as possible locations for the background ROI. The
region for the ROI in the background was selected slightly

FIG. 3. Images resulting from different stages of inclusion displacement
Elastogram corresponding to a displacement of 0.05 mm. �c� Correlation
displacement of 0.2 mm. �e� Correlation coefficient image for the elastogra
above the inclusion, as illustrated in Fig. 2�b�. However, a
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similar region can also be selected below the inclusion. The
other parameter to be selected was the position of the back-
ground ROI above the inclusion. We chose the background
ROI to be as close to the inclusion as possible, while avoid-
ing the regions of high strain values just above the inclusion.
Since these regions have increased strain, they could suffer
from increased decorrelation resulting from higher �or possi-
bly lateral� displacements that could not be tracked by the
algorithm. The reason for choosing a location near the inclu-
sion for the background ROI is that visual contrast demarca-
tion is generally made by the human eye for regions located
close to each other.

The CNRe is an important indicator of the ease with
which the inclusion can be detected.56 Higher values of
CNRe imply easier inclusion detectability. The following ex-
pression is used to calculate the CNRe:

CNRe =
2�s1 − s2�2

�s1

2 + �s2

2 , �2�

where s1 and s2 are the mean pixel values defined above, and

from the ultrasound transducer. �a� B-mode image of the phantom. �b�
cient image for the elastogram in �b�. �d� Elastogram corresponding to a
�d�.
away
coeffi
m in
�s1 and �s2 are the standard deviations of the ROI in the
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background and the inclusion, respectively. In the calcula-
tions for strain contrast and CNRe, the average mean pixel
value and standard deviation for the background ROI were
used for all calculations at a particular displacement level. As

FIG. 4. Elastograms resulting from different stages of inclusion displacemen
ment of 0.05 mm toward the ultrasound transducer, after an initial displacem
the elastogram in �a�. �c� Elastogram corresponding to a displacement of 0.2
away from the transducer. �d� Correlation coefficient image for the elastogr
a result, the trends observed in these parameters for different
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displacements can solely be attributed to the characteristics
of the inclusion on the elastogram.

The SNRe of the inclusion is given by the ratio of the
mean pixel value to its standard deviation for pixels enclosed

57

ard the ultrasound transducer. �a� Elastogram corresponding to a displace-
f 0.25 mm away from the transducer. �b� Correlation coefficient image for
toward the ultrasound transducer, after an initial displacement of 0.25 mm
�c�.
t tow
ent o
mm

am in
by the ROI within the inclusion. Thus,
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SNRe =
s2

�s2

, �3�

where s2 and �s2
are as defined above.

II.C. Additional TM phantom and in vitro validation

The electrode displacement method was also evaluated on
a second TM phantom to verify the repeatability of the
method. The composition of this TM phantom is similar to
the one described earlier, the main differences being the
shape of the electrode and the storage moduli of the inclu-
sion and background. The electrode in this case is a single
straight rod, without the hooked end as in the previous phan-
tom. Single electrodes are commonly used in clinical rf ab-
lation procedures. The storage modulus of the background
was measured to be 13.5�2 kPa at 1 Hz, while that of the
inclusion was measured to be 54�2 kPa, also at 1 Hz. Thus,
the modulus contrast for this phantom is approximately
4:1.53,54

In addition to testing on the second TM phantom, the
method was also evaluated on canine liver tissue in vitro,
after creation of a rf-ablated thermal lesion in the liver. The
rf ablation procedure was performed on excised canine liver
using a Valleylab Cool-tipTM ablation electrode �Valleylab,
CO�. The electrode used was a 17-gauge single electrode,
with a 2–3 cm long electrically active region at the tip that is
embedded in tissue. After the rf ablation procedure, the liver
with the attached rf electrode was encased in a cubic block of
gelatin for performing electrode displacement elastography.
For the in vitro testing, we used a Siemens C7F2 4D curvi-
linear ultrasound transducer at a center frequency of 4.4
MHz �Siemens Medical Solutions, USA, Inc., Issaquah, WA�
for data acquisition.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3�a� presents an ultrasound B-mode image of the

FIG. 5. Comparison of elastographic and B-mode estimates of inclusion
width with its actual value, in case of inclusion displacement away from and
toward the ultrasound transducer. The error bars represent standard error,
which is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of
experiments.
inclusion, while Figs. 3�b� and 3�d� show the elastograms
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resulting from displacements of 0.05 and 0.2 mm, respec-
tively, away from the ultrasound transducer. Figures 3�c� and
3�e� depict images of the correlation coefficient for displace-
ments of 0.05 and 0.2 mm, respectively, away from the trans-
ducer. Figure 4 shows corresponding images for displace-
ments of 0.05 and 0.2 mm, respectively, only with the
displacement toward the imaging transducer. The elasto-
grams display a halo or bright region around the inclusion
for displacements greater than 0.05 mm. This halo, probably
due to increased local displacement gradients, is restricted to
regions around the inclusion and is tracked on the rf pre- and
postdisplacement echo signals. In the correlation coefficient
images, brighter pixels correspond to regions that are well-
tracked by the algorithm, while darker pixels are indicative
of increased signal decorrelation.

Differences in the strain images using the two displace-
ment modes �toward and away from the transducer� are
quantified using comparisons of the inclusion width, height,
and area between the elastograms and the known values for
the inclusion. Comparison between elastographically mea-
sured dimensions of the inclusion and the known inclusion
dimensions provides useful information related to the accu-
racy of the electrode displacement method. Figure 5 shows
comparisons between the actual width of the inclusion �i.e.,
diameter� and the inclusion width as seen on the strain im-
ages. Width estimates from B-mode images are also plotted.
Note that the elastographic inclusion width estimates are
close to the actual inclusion diameter at all displacement
levels.

Figure 6, in a similar manner, presents comparisons be-
tween the elastographic and B-mode height estimates of the
inclusion, with the known inclusion diameter. The elasto-
grams generated provide reliable estimates of the inclusion
height. Finally, Fig. 7 compares the known and elastographi-
cally estimated inclusion areas. Also shown are area esti-
mates from B-mode images. The inclusion area appears to be
underestimated on the elastograms. This underestimation

FIG. 6. Comparison of elastographic and B-mode estimates of inclusion
height with its actual value, in case of inclusion displacement away from
and toward the ultrasound transducer. The error bars represent standard er-
ror, which is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number
of experiments.
could be a result of errors in the manual segmentation pro-
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cess. Also, the slight underestimation in both the height and
width are manifested in a combined manner in the computa-
tion of area estimates.

Quantitative comparisons of the strain contrast, CNRe and
SNRe, were also performed. Figure 8 presents plots of the
elastographically computed strain contrast at different values
of the electrode displacement. Observe that the strain con-
trast is consistently greater than the actual modulus contrast,
both in the case of inclusion displacement away from the
transducer and toward the transducer. Figure 9 illustrates the
variation in the CNRe values at different displacements. For
both directions of inclusion displacement, the CNRe values
under all the observed displacements are consistent. Finally,
Fig. 10 demonstrates trends seen in the SNRe of the inclusion
under different displacement levels. From these plots, the
SNRe values are found to be consistent under both experi-
mental conditions studied �i.e., both directions of inclusion
displacement�. SNRe values at different displacement levels
are also comparable.

FIG. 7. Comparison of elastographic and B-mode estimates of inclusion area
with its actual value, in case of inclusion displacement away from and
toward the ultrasound transducer. The error bars represent standard error,
which is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of
experiments.

FIG. 8. Strain contrast on elastograms vs displacements, for inclusion dis-
placement away from and toward the ultrasound transducer. The error bars

represent standard error.
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Corresponding B-mode, elastogram, and correlation coef-
ficient images from data acquired from the second TM phan-
tom are shown in Fig. 11. Figure 11�a� shows the B-mode
image of the inclusion, while Figs. 11�b� and 11�c� display
the elastogram and the correlation coefficient image, respec-
tively. Similar to the first phantom, the inclusion is visible as
a low-strain region surrounded by a halo. The correlation
coefficient images also denote that the region with the halo
corresponds to lower correlation coefficient values due to the
increased strain and subsequent signal decorrelation.

Finally, Fig. 12 presents results obtained from performing
electrode displacement elastography on thermal lesions cre-
ated by performing rf ablation on canine liver tissue in vitro.
Figure 12�a� shows the B-mode image of the lesion, while
Fig. 12�b� shows the elastogram. Clear boundary delineation
of the lesion is seen in the elastogram; however, the lesion
cannot be demarcated on the B-mode image. Figure 12�c�,
where the elastographic boundaries of the lesion are traced
onto the B-mode image, illustrates the fact that elastography
can provide useful information complementary to that avail-
able from conventional ultrasound.

FIG. 9. Elastographic CNRe vs displacements, for inclusion displacement
away from and toward the ultrasound transducer. The error bars represent
standard error.

FIG. 10. Elastographic SNRe vs displacements, for inclusion displacement
away from and toward the ultrasound transducer. The error bars represent

standard error.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Electrode displacement elastography of thermal lesions
was evaluated using two specially constructed TM phantoms,
each containing an inclusion attached to an ablation elec-
trode. Two different electrode displacement approaches,
where the inclusion was displaced toward and away from the
transducer were evaluated. The elastographic inclusion size
estimates were compared with the known inclusion diameter.
In addition, quantitative parameters such as strain contrast,
CNRe, and SNRe were estimated and compared for different
displacement increments.

A correction factor was incorporated into the estimates of
the inclusion dimensions on the elastograms to account for
the fact that the imaged plane was slightly off-center with
respect to the electrode. As a result of this off-center imaging
plane, the maximum inclusion width and height were not
fully visualized on the elastograms. After incorporating the
correction factor, the resulting elastographic estimates were
within 9% of the known inclusion diameter. Even after in-
corporation of the correction factor, there was a slight ten-
dency for size and area underestimation on the elastograms.
Variations in the width and height estimates have a combined
effect on the area estimates. Dimensions calculated from
B-mode images are also included to provide an additional
yardstick for comparison. Note that the B-mode dimension
estimates are independent of the magnitude of the displace-
ment. Also, the inclusion has been made to appear hyper-
echoic on the B-mode image to aid in easy localization dur-
ing rf data acquisition for electrode displacement

FIG. 11. Images from the second TM phantom. �a� B-mode ima
elastography. Actual rf-ablated lesions may appear hyper-
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echoic, isoechoic, or hypoechoic.34 Hence, while we have
compared inclusion dimension estimates from elastograms
and B-mode images, this may not be possible in actual abla-
tion experiments. The ultrasound contrast in our TM phan-
tom is therefore not necessarily indicative of the contrast
encountered in actual rf-ablated tissue. It is well-known that
the depiction of rf-ablated lesions on B-mode images is gen-
erally not accurate.46 This fact is evidenced from the B-mode
image of the rf-ablated lesion, shown in Fig. 12�a�.

The elastographically measured strain contrast was also
compared to the known modulus contrast of the inclusion.
Under all experimental conditions, the strain contrast ob-
tained was significantly higher than the modulus contrast
�which was approximately 5�. Note that the comparison of
the modulus contrast to the strain contrast in this article does
not incorporate the contrast-transfer efficiency formulation
used for external compression elastography. This elevation in
the strain contrast could be a result of the local perturbation
method used for electrode displacement elastography. In ad-
dition, the signal decorrelation artifacts observed around the
inclusion may contribute to an elevation in the strain contrast
values if the regions of interest are placed in these areas.
However, the increased decorrelation around the inclusion
actually serves to delineate the inclusion from the back-
ground and aids in the visual demarcation of the inclusion.

The CNRe for both directions of displacement tends to
increase marginally with the amount of displacement. The
CNRe being an indicator of inclusion detectability, it is con-
cluded that inclusions depicted on elastograms correspond-

the phantom. �b� Elastogram. �c� Correlation coefficient image.
ing to higher displacements are more easily detectable than
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those depicted on elastograms corresponding to lower dis-
placements. The CNRe values shown in Fig. 11 are in a com-
pressed logarithmic scale, which explains the reduced varia-
tion in amplitude. Finally, we computed the SNRe of the
inclusion under the two different experimental conditions of
direction of electrode displacement, where the SNRe values
obtained are comparable. Comparing Figs. 10–12, it is ap-
parent that for displacements at which there is a higher strain
contrast and CNRe, the corresponding SNRe value is reduced
slightly. However, this reduction in SNRe does not discern-

FIG. 12. Images from the in vitro rf ablation experiment. �a� B-mode image
of the rf-ablated lesion. �b� Elastogram. �c� Overlay of the lesion boundaries
from the elastogram on the B-mode image. The elastogram in �b� depicts the
lesion as a dark region with regular boundaries surrounded by a bright halo.
The lesion, however, is not clearly visible in the B-mode image in �a�, as
shown by comparison with the elastographic lesion boundaries in �c�.
ibly affect the elastographic visualization of the inclusion.
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Images from the second phantom are indicative of the fact
that the electrode displacement method can be used with
different electrode shapes and inclusion-background modu-
lus contrasts. As stated earlier, the elastograms from the first
phantom suffered from artifacts where the distal boundaries
of the inclusion were not clearly visible �Fig. 2�a��. This was
hypothesized to be due to shadowing from the hooked end of
the electrode. As expected, when the electrode used is a
single straight cylindrical rod, these shadowing artifacts are
not present. Note from Fig. 11�b� that the distal boundaries
of the inclusion are continuous.

Both the TM phantoms constructed for evaluation of elec-
trode displacement elastography had step changes in modu-
lus between the inclusion and background. It is quite pos-
sible that in rf-ablated lesions the transition in modulus from
the lesion to normal tissue is gradual rather than abrupt.
Since it is extremely difficult to construct phantoms mimick-
ing this gradual modulus transition, we instead tested our
method on rf-ablated lesions created in vitro on canine liver
tissue. The elastogram shown in Fig. 12�b� confirms that im-
age quality comparable to that in phantoms can be obtained
in real rf ablation experiments. It is premature to dwell on
whether there is a “threshold” in modulus that is picked up
by the algorithm on the elastogram; however, this is an in-
teresting avenue for future research. It has been shown pre-
viously for external compression elastography that lesion
size estimates compare favorably with pathology.34 Addition-
ally, manual and semiautomated segmentation have been
shown to be accurate in delineating the lesion from surround-
ing normal tissue on elastograms.58 We do not expect elec-
trode displacement elastography to be any different. More
extensive experiments on thermal lesion depiction within tis-
sue specimens have been planned for electrode displacement
elastography, but are beyond the scope of this article.

The results presented in this article serve to characterize
the electrode displacement elastography technique over the
displacement range studied, in terms of strain contrast,
CNRe, and SNRe. It can be concluded that displacements at
the higher end of the range studied resulted in marginally
higher contrast and CNRe. Also, the elastograms slightly un-
derestimated the dimensions of the inclusion. This is possi-
bly an inherent characteristic of the electrode displacement
elastographic method, and needs further investigation. The
method performed well for different electrode configurations
and for both inclusion-background modulus contrasts stud-
ied. The images from the in vitro experiment also show that
the method works in cases with possible gradual modulus
transition patterns from lesion to normal tissue.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE CORRECTION
FACTOR

Figure 13 �not to scale� shows the geometrical setup uti-
lized to calculate the “correction factor” that is applied to the

inclusion size estimates obtained from the strain images. As
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stated earlier, since the plane imaged by the ultrasound trans-
ducer is slightly off-center with respect to the ablation elec-
trode, the complete inclusion is not visualized. As a result,
the size estimates �width, height, and area� are significantly
less than the expected values �known values�. To correct for
this underestimation, we multiply the estimates by a correc-
tion factor to obtain corrected estimates.

The ultrasound transducer is placed at a distance of 12
mm from the ablation electrode �The thickness of the trans-
ducer prohibited its placement closer to the ablation elec-
trode.� At this position, the transducer is held firmly at an
angle of 10° with the vertical plane. This angle is represented
by “�” in Fig. 13. The plane imaged by the transducer is
shown by the slanted dotted line in the figure. A segment of
this line �segment DC� represents the plane of the inclusion
that is imaged. Segment AB is the plane of the inclusion that
represents its maximum two-dimensional size. For the inclu-
sion width and height, the correction factor is defined to be
the ratio of AB and DC. AB is the diameter of the inclusion
and is known a priori to be 19 mm. From the geometry of
the setup, DC is measured to be 16.5 mm. Hence, the cor-
rection factor by which the inclusion width and height esti-
mates are multiplied is 19 /16.5=1.1515. The estimates for
the inclusion area incorporate the variations in two dimen-
sions and, as a result, the correction factor for the width and
height is squared to obtain a new correction factor for the
area estimates. Hence, the correction factor by which the
area estimates are multiplied is given by �AB /DC�2

= �1.1515�2=1.326. These corrected estimates are utilized to
compare the estimated width, height, and area of the inclu-

FIG. 13. Calculation of the “correction factor” used to account for inherent
measurement errors in the inclusion size and area estimates.
sion to the actual inclusion dimensions.
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